


Savini meets Criterion
 
The opening of Savini at Criterion represents 150 years of Italian and English history, with Milan’s most celebrated 
hospitality name now showcasing the finest all-day dining in one of the world’s most spectacular and historic 
restaurants.

Dating back to 1867, Savini is Milan's most famous restaurant, where Verdi, Puccini, Callas and Sinatra all came to 
dine. For its first overseas location is has chosen the romantic and elegant Grade II-listed The Criterion, in the heart 
of London’s Piccadilly Circus.

Against a backdrop of timeless opulence designed by Royal Albert Hall architect Thomas Verity, this neo-Byzantine 
dining room and bar, with its fabulous gold ceiling and marble columns, now presents guests with a menu of authentic 
Italian dishes prepared with the finest seasonal ingredients.

By day Savini at Criterion is a Grand Café that offers a sumptuous setting for ritzy breakfasts, with the scent of freshly 
brewed coffee and home-baked croissants filling the air, along with languid lunches and indulgent afternoon teas 
featuring infusions from around the world and mouth-watering cakes and pastries.

But as the sun sets, so Savini at Criterion transforms itself into the capital’s most glamorous night-time destination.

The iconic long bar - where Sir Arthur Conan Doyle staged the first meeting between Sherlock Holmes and Dr 
Watson - is the perfect spot for an aperitif or cocktail.

With the magnificent chandeliers illuminating the silverware, the restaurant then offers an evening of fine dining, 
featuring signature dishes such as ossobucco di vitello con risotto alla Milanese (veal ossobucco with saffron risotto).

Open daily, Savini at Criterion offers a dining experience like no other.

"A passion for perfection always comes too late. At times, a hundred years is not enough for certain undertakings, 
but it always manifests itself as a passion for poetry. Here I have found such a passion for fine dining." 
Eugenio Montale











The Savini at Criterion is available for group bookings and private hire. We can cater for events up to 150 guests 

dining and 300 standing. For all details regarding groups and exclusive use of the Savini at Criterion please email us 

at reservation@saviniatcriterion.co.uk and our guest relations department will be delighted to help you create 

a bespoke event.

The most central location 
    for unforgattable moments





Savini at Criterion, located in the heart of Piccadilly Circus, offers everything you wanted to know about Italian 

tradition within an exceptionally elegant yet intimate atmosphere.

The authentic passion for food and the inventiveness has been a signature of The Savini experience for over a century.

The combination of a breath-taking location, superb food and the impeccable service makes the Savini at Criterion 

the best place for an afternoon tea, a unique dining experience, business lunches or special occasions. 

Savini at Criterion it’s the perfect blend of an evocative space and a sophisticated menu.

Everyone at the Savini restaurant cares about their costumers and the service will ensure it exceeds their expectations.

The Excellence of the Made in Italy











224 PICCADILLY, 
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www.saviniatcriterion.co.uk


